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First part:

A brief introduction to the statistical 
mechanics of collective motion 



From BBC (I. Couzin)





Fish           

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-1365538/Japan-earthquake-Swarms-fish-coast-Acapulco-caused-tsunami.html



A universal pattern of motion







 Observation: complex units exhibit simple collective 
                        behaviours (collective motion patterns) 
           and
                        simple units produce complex patterns
 
 Our goals are: - classification of patterns  
                                                                      of collective motion
                         - finding the basic laws
                         (microscopic versus global) 
 
„Universality”  (versus specificity)
                



Universal classes of flocking patterns (“phases”)

i) disordered     (particles moving in random directions)

ii) fully ordered (particles moving in the same direction)

iii) rotational      (within a rectangular or circular area, lattice of vertices)

vi) critical          (flocks of all sizes moving coherently in different 
                directions. The whole system is very sensitive to perturbations)

v) quasi-long range velocity correlations 
                ripples?)  (for elongated particles)

vi) Jamming

Types of transitions               

- Continuous (second order)
- Discontinuous (first order)
- No singularity in the level of directedness
- Jamming



 Phys. Reports
80 pages, 60 Figs.,280 Refs.

SS



 Understanding through modeling

-Aoki, I.1982. A simulation study on the schooling mechanism in fish.
           Bull. Jpn. Soc. Sci. Fish. 48:1081 –1088. Realistic details

- Graphical flocking model by C. Reynolds, 1987, 
         - few dozen “boids”, computer graphics appl. 
         - attraction, repulsion, common direction (continuous, deterministic)

- Statistical physics model for flocking, T.V. et al, 1995
          - many thousands of particles (SPP)
          - average direction  + noise (discrete in time) phase transition               
                                                                                               (continuous)
Recent models (stat. phys.):    
         - vectorial noise, first order phase trans. (2004 Gregoire, Chaté)                    
         - models with “leaders” (Couzin, others, 2005)
         - „soft” interaction potential (Cucker and Smale, 2007)
         - model with escape and pursuit (Romanczuk, Couzin, & 
                         Schimansky-Geier, 2009) 
         - model with physical collisions only  (Grossman et al 2008)
         - self-propelled rods (Chaté and co-workers, 2010)
 



Swarms, flocks and herds
• Model* (SPP) :  The particles

  - maintain a given absolute 
         value of  the velocity v0

  - follow their neighbours
  - motion is perturbed by fluctuations η

(E  normalizes the magnitude into unity)

• Follow the neighbours rule is an abstract way 
to take into account interactions of very 
different possible origins

• Result: ordering is due to motion  

* T.V, A. Czirok, E. Ben-Jacob and I. Cohen, PRL, 1995
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  A few nice recent theoretical results related to SPP models

- Network models related to SPP models show both first and 
              second order phase transitions depending on the nature of noise
              (Aldana et al 2007)

- Equilibrium stat. mech. type finite-size scaling is valid for the 
             original (’95) SPP model, with a hyperscaling relationship
             (Baglietto, Albano, 2008)

- Deriving continuum (hydrodynamic equations for self-propelled particles 
  and  rods. (Bertin et al 2006-2010, Mishra,Baskaran, Marchetti, 2009,2010)

- Cucker and Smale model (2007) exact results for flocking



Mishra et al (2010) obtain a phase diagram from the continuum equations 
                                                                   for self-propelled rods

                                                                         the equation is analogous to those derived 
                                                                  for  self-propelled particles with alignment rule
Model!
Navier-
Stokes
type



Lessons:

1. Most patterns of collective motion    
     are universal

2. Simple models can reproduce this 
    behavior

3. A simple noise term can account 
    for numerous complex deterministic 
    factors

4. In many cases ordering 
    is due to motion! In other words:
    in SPP systems momentum is not
    conserved!

Without alignment rule!



Collective motion beyond similar units

      Segregation of two types of collectively moving cells

      Hierarchical organization of pigeons within a flock

      Dominance hierarchy in a loft 

     



Collective motion-mediated cell 

           segregation in vitro

Motivation: patterning mechanism based on collective cell 
motility, e.g., during embryonic development

Inpired by

Slow (logarithmic) segregation with random motion vs. fast (power 
law) segregation with collective (self-propelled) motion

Belmonte JM, Thomas GL, Brunnet LG, de Almeida RM, Chaté H. 
2008 Phys Rev Lett. 



Can collective cell migration 
enhance cell segregation?

In vitro  system: 

- Differential adhesion 

A

B

B

BAA- No prepattern 

- Mixed co-culture 



Comparing the motility of different cell types

Primary goldfish keratocytes

HaCaT human keratocytes

EPC fish keratocytes

C2C12 mouse myoblasts



Clustering increases directional persistence

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model
Persistence length (dp)

collective migration

high directional persistence



High directional  
persistence

Primary fish keratocyte

HaCaT human 
keratocyte

C2C12 myoblast

cell segregation

facilitates

EPC

EPC



Hierarchical dynamics in pigeon flocks



GPS : Switzerland, U-blox, (17 
X 22 mm,  2,1g), 5Hz (2,5 
Hz)

Total weight : 16g





from J. Perrin
Migrating birds



A 

B 

Velocity autocorrelation 
function







Newcomers  hardly perturb the original hierarchy





                                 Pigeons at home:

         Dominance hierarchy from digital video analysis



Digital video analysis of the moving pigeons around the feeding cup



Pairwise dominance graph as determined from „who is closer to the feeding cup”





PECKING order



Leadership hierarchy
during flight

(GPS track logs)
Physical parameters

(Body Measurements)

Time spent
with access to food

(Video - Automatized)

Domination hierarchy
during eating

(Video - Automatized)

Pecking Order
(Video - Manual)



A few questions arising

Does collective cell migration play an important role during 
embryonic development?

Do pigeons make use of a sophisticated hierarchical negotiation 
procedure to make collective decisions?

Are the knowledge based and the „physical” dominance
 roles related? 



      Thank you for your attention!
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